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Introduction
he growing complexity and 
resilience of terrorist financing 
remains one of the most persistent 

barriers to defeating ISIS ― the richest 
terror organization in the world.1 ISIS’s vast 
territorial stronghold and 
technologically-sophisticated propagation, 
recruitment, and fundraising tactics have 
created unprecedented challenges for 
organizations seeking to both restrict the 
group’s resources and prevent the rampant 
abuse of global financial systems. These 
challenges can be even more burdensome 
for financial institutions, as they face the 
greatest risk of being used for terrorist 
financing and remain susceptible to 
devastating reputational damage, disrupted 
business operations, exorbitant fines, and 
even legal action.

The primary challenges in combatting the 
financing of ISIS are numerous, diverse, and 
all stem from one overarching issue: 
incomplete risk awareness. While the 
international community has long been 
successfully mobilized against financial 
crime, the expanding role of technology and 
rapidly evolving variables of terrorist 
financing have made it increasingly difficult 
for financial institutions to accurately 
assess the risk of their services being 
misused illicitly. Awareness is key, and when 
an organization is not fully aware of the 
technologically-advanced ways in which 
terrorists launder funds, the “red flags” of 
terrorist financing, or the risks associated 
with geographic areas, it is difficult to 
implement effective anti-terrorist financing 
programs that mitigate the associated risks.

In this report, Flashpoint leverages 
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intelligence gleaned from the Deep & Dark 
Web to analyze the patterns, technology, 
and primary risk factors behind ISIS’s 
funding strategy. For financial institutions 
seeking to bolster their anti-terrorist 
financing programs through increased 
awareness, Flashpoint has identified that 
the most critical insights pertain to the 
following:

Historical trends in ISIS’s financing tactics

The role of technology  

Geographic risk factors and indicators 
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Historical Trends in ISIS’s Financing Tactics

1. Internal Funding Sources

In fact, ISIS has secured the majority of its 
funding by seizing and capitalizing on local 
resources within the group’s controlled 
territories in Iraq and Syria. Aside from one 
exception, these funding sources have not 
required ISIS to abuse financial systems. As 
such, financial institutions alone cannot do 
much to influence ISIS’s access to these 
funding sources.

Local Banks 
While the majority of ISIS’s locally-sourced 
funding does not directly flow through 
financial systems, the group’s seizure of 
local banks is an exception. Since 
mid-2014, ISIS has gained control of banks 
in captured territories. In particular, the 
seizure of Iraq’s Mosul Bank gave ISIS 
access to tens of millions of dollars. In fact, 
some likely-exaggerated estimates suggest 
the total amount may be upwards of $400 
million.2

Energy & Infrastructure
ISIS both controls and capitalizes on public 
resources such as electricity, water, and 

transportation infrastructure within the 
group’s territories. Further, ISIS has even 
been known to sell electricity back to the 
Syrian regime.

Oil
Oil serves as a massive revenue stream for 
ISIS. The group has captured a number of 
oil refineries in Syria, specifically in Deir 
Al-Zour and Raqqa. In 2015, a prominent 
Syrian activist alleged that ISIS has been 
known to produce over 22,000 barrels of oil 
per day.

Black Markets
In Syria and Iraq, the ISIS-run black markets 
remain a critical funding source for the 
group. ISIS fighters regularly seize weapons, 
military vehicles, and equipment from 
soldiers and rival factions. While the group 
likely uses a substantial amount of this 
equipment in combat, ISIS often sells the 
surplus to other radical jihadist factions, 
such as Liwaa Shuhadaa Al-Yarmouk in 
southern Syria.
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Taxation
ISIS enforces a 10 percent yearly income 
tax on all employed Muslims. The group’s 
"Zakat3 Department" collects the taxes 
primarily from local businesses but also 
claims to distribute funds to those in need. 
For all non-Muslims, ISIS enforces a much 
steeper 'Jizya' tax, which is collected 
biannually.

2. External Funding Sources

ISIS generates the remainder of its finances 
by laundering funds from external sources. 
Given that money from these sources 
requires ISIS to participate in global 
financial systems, financial institutions 
should be particularly aware of these 
tactics, which primarily include:

Online Fundraising 
Cyber jihadists supportive of ISIS frequent-
ly fundraise online. In addition to soliciting 
donations via social media, ISIS has grown 
more robust and aggressive with its fund-

While it is crucial to understand the historical trends and prominent patterns in 
terrorist financing tactics, the most successful anti-terrorist financing programs 
also recognize the distinctions between various terror groups. ISIS in particular 
has distinguished itself from other terror groups by way of robust self-funding 
derived from its vast territorial stronghold. As such, it is imperative for financial 
institutions to understand the differences between the primary internal and 
external funding sources of ISIS.  
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raising throughout the Deep & Dark Web. 
Such efforts have involved ISIS members 
and supporters soliciting donations via 
popular money transfer platforms, tradi-
tional bank accounts, and more recently, 
Bitcoin. Further, some ISIS members have 
even been observed posting their mobile 
phone numbers on pro-ISIS Deep Web 
forums while urging jihadists to contact 
them directly for donations. 

Charities
ISIS and its supporters have allegedly been 
leveraging charities in an effort to conceal 
donations. Many Western nations have 
grappled with how to address charitable 
institutions being used to provide  funds to 
ISIS. In fact, Australian authorities estimate 
that in 2015 alone, over 50 million dollars 
made its way to ISIS territory by way of 
charities. Although most claims of funding 
through of charities have yet to be fully 
substantiated, al-Qaeda’s historical use of 
charities for fundraising demonstrates that 
this method of financing is not new.
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3. Social Media

Social media’s far-reaching, widespread 
influence and popularity have 
revolutionized ISIS’s propaganda and 
recruitment strategy. Popular platforms 
such as Twitter and Facebook have not only 
brought more foreign fighters and funds to 
ISIS territory, they have also contributed to 
a significant increase in the number of 
self-radicalized jihadists launching “lone 
wolf” attacks around the world.

For financial institutions, lone wolf jihadists 
present unique challenges because their 
financial activities tend to mimic normal 
banking behavior. Specifically, many lone 
wolf terror activities and attacks have 
occurred in nations not prone to terrorism. 
These jihadists have been known to fuel 
their attacks using inexpensive materials 
purchased from large retailers. For instance, 
if a terrorist in the United States purchases 
a firearm from a sporting goods store, how 
can a bank distinguish this purchase from 
that of, say, tennis equipment or clothing? 
The problem is that financial institutions do 

not have sufficient visibility into purchases; 
they can only view the date, location, and 
cost of the purchase -- but not the actual 
goods purchased. These instances are 
where anti-terrorist financing programs’ 
transactional monitoring tactics tend to fail.
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The Role of Technolgy

1. Encrypted Communication Tools

In light of recent privacy concerns 
surrounding social media, an encrypted 
messaging application called Telegram has 
grown extremely popular among ISIS and its 
supporters. The group uses Telegram for 
disseminating propaganda, recruiting, and 
more recently ― fundraising.

While users on Telegram operate many 
public channels viewable by anyone who 
downloads the application, the majority of 
ISIS-specific channels are private and 
invite-only. This feature creates substantial 
difficulties for financial institutions seeking 
to detect terrorist financing. Gaining access 
to ISIS’s private Telegram channels ― 
particularly the ones used for soliciting 
funds -- is extremely difficult without the 
proper language, cultural, and technical 
skills. 

2. Digital Currencies (Bitcoin)

ISIS once considered digital currencies to 
be far too novel and complex. However, 
over the last 18 months, Flashpoint analysts 
have observed an increase in ISIS’s use of 

these currencies for fundraising. Bitcoin in 
particular enables ISIS and its donors to 
fund terror operations with minimal risk of 
being exposed to the scrutiny of law 
enforcement. 

Since Bitcoin transfers are peer-to-peer 
services and require no intermediary 
financial institution, they are extremely 
difficult to trace and detect. For financial 
institutions, the one exception is during a 
Bitcoin exchange. When an individual 
exchanges traditional currency into Bitcoin 
and vice versa -- either via an online 
exchange service or Bitcoin ATM ― 
evidence of the exchange will indeed exist 
on an individual's bank statement.

The primary challenge in detecting Bitcoin 
exchanges stems from transactional 
monitoring. Financial institutions often 
struggle to identify Bitcoin exchanges 
because they are relatively new and not 
uniform in how they appear on bank 
statements. For this reason, it is crucial that 
anti-terrorist financing programs engaged 
in transactional monitoring learn to identify 
Bitcoin exchanges properly.

As technology continues to play a critical role in facilitating ISIS’s operations, the 
same technologies have created significant barriers for financial institutions’ 
anti-terrorist financing programs. While ISIS has demonstrated an affinity for a 
diverse range of technologies, the group’s widespread adoption of encrypted 
communication tools, digital currencies, and social media has created 
unprecedented challenges for combatting terrorist financing.
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Geographic Risk Factors & Indicators

Effectively combatting terrorist financing will always be a challenging endeavor, 
but determining which countries ISIS’s presence and operations will likely expand 
to can help organizations proactively address and mitigate future incidents of 
terrorist financing. While geography alone cannot accurately determine the full 
risk associated with an entity or scheme, identifying high-risk geographic 
locations is an essential component of a successful anti-terrorist financing 
program. It is crucial for all organizations to evaluate the risks associated with 
operating, opening accounts for customers, and facilitating transactions in 
high-risk locations.

ISIS has recently been facing increased challenges within its areas of territorial 
control in Iraq and Syria; the ongoing coalition offensive continues to target the 
group’s presence in Syria while fighting to recapture ISIS’s Iraqi stronghold city of 
Mosul. As the flow of foreign fighters contributes to a steadier flow of funds for 
the terror group, this recent turmoil suggests that additional regional expansion 
and a shift of the group’s supporting network, operations, and funding sources 
may be imminent. As such, ISIS has been recruiting heavily across Africa and Asia 
in an effort to secure additional fighters and seize new territories. 

Financial institutions should recognize that “poor” ISIS factions do not 
necessarily receive priority consideration for receiving terror funds. The flow of 
money and the lack of finances in a certain region are not necessarily related. 
Instead, a group’s ability to control territory, recruit a large number of fighters, 
and conduct transnational attacks makes it more vital for ISIS to support.

Flashpoint analysts assessed the contender geographies within three categories: 

ISIS-Held Territory Outside Iraq and Syria

Countries with Official ISIS Factions, But No ISIS Control of Territory

Areas with ISIS Terror Activity

‘Incomplete Risk Awareness’
& Terrorist Financing



1. ISIS-Held Territory Outside Iraq 
and Syria

Libya — Highly Likely
ISIS’s current presence in Libya is disjointed 
and under-accomplished with substantial 
room for growth. Sirte City remains the only 
territory under ISIS control in northern 
Libya, and ISIS’s network in pockets of the 
cities of Darna and Benghazi has been 
largely unsuccessful in seizing territory and 
recruiting fighters. While ISIS cells in 
Misrata and Tripoli have launched sporadic 
attacks in an attempt to gain territory and 
weaken the Libyan government, they were 
not fruitful. 

Nonetheless, the Libyan ISIS faction has 
welcomed foreign fighters from a number 
of African countries, including Sudan, 
Egypt, Tunisia, and others. Libya stands as 
the main contender among ISIS operational 
territories to receive more foreign fighters 
― particularly those from neighboring 
countries. The conditions in Libya, where 
there is a lack of adequate government 
control and significant political turmoil 
facilitate the arrival of foreign fighters and 
provide fertile conditions for ISIS to operate 
and grow its finances. As such, Libya is 
likely where part of ISIS’s finances ― and 
many of its fighters ― will end up. 

Nigeria — Likely 
Nigeria is ISIS’s biggest faction in West 
Africa, and the group cannot afford to lose 
the massive growth potential and even 
revival of the degenerating Caliphate. Boko 
Haram, a branch of ISIS, maintains territorial 
control over certain towns and villages in 
northeastern Nigeria and has successfully 
launched transnational attacks in Camer-
oon and Niger. 

Boko Haram continues to assert its pres-
ence in northeastern Nigeria, and much of 
the group’s finances come from looting and 
the black market. These sources will likely 
continue to be steady streams of funding 
that do not always leave a trail. Further-
more, given that ISIS views Boko Haram as 
its primary lifeline in West Africa, the group 
is a likely contender to receive finances. 
Boko Haram, however, is experiencing a 
number of challenges that may strain its 
supply of finances and/or place a large part 
of the group at odds with ISIS Central. 

For now, Boko Haram’s vast territorial 
control, capability of launching transnation-
al attacks, and presence in various border 
towns between Nigeria, Cameroon, and 
Niger, have made the group and its location 
appealing for potential future expansion of 
ISIS and its finances. 

2. Countries with Official ISIS 
Factions, But No ISIS Control Over 
Territory

Egypt — Highly Likely
ISIS’s branch in Egypt’s Sinai Province has 
been operating in the North Sinai region for 
several years. This area remains one of 
ISIS’s main offshoots in North Africa, as its 
fighters have launched significant attacks 
in Egypt and against Israeli towns. Although 
ISIS does not have territorial control, the 
group enjoys a comfortable integration 
among tribes in the Sinai. This status is 
primarily why ISIS has been able to amplify 
its operations in spite of increased military 
pressure. 

This particular ISIS faction stands as a likely 
recipient of significant amounts of money, 
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especially due to the presence of many 
Egyptian fighters within ISIS ranks in Iraq 
and Syria. As many of these fighters face 
increasing coalition bombardment, they 
have begun to return to Egypt equipped 
with significant fighting experience and 
notable jihadist contacts within ISIS’s 
higher echelons. ISIS’s expanding presence 
in North Sinai, cozy relationship with tribal 
members, and growing operations ― 
especially given the group’s major attacks 
and assassinations of high-ranking govern-
ment personnel ― have made Egypt’s Sinai 
Province a major contender for ISIS’s 
expansion outside of Iraq and Syria.

Potential funding to the Sinai Province will 
likely arrive from multiple sources, including 
the hashish trade and a weapons market. 
Terrorist finances for the group will likely 
amplify ISIS’s attacks against targets that 
bring high propaganda value and keep the 
group in the spotlight -- such as attacks on 
gas pipelines to Jordan and Israel.  

Yemen — Likely
Yemen is a fertile ground for jihadist opera-
tions; however, the country is the historical 
backyard of al-Qaida: ISIS’s main jihadist 
rival. Al-Qaida has been supported by a 
range of tribes in the south and east of 
Yemen for a number of years. ISIS’s faction 
in Yemen is small, inexperienced, and 
young. Indeed, the group’s current pres-
ence in Yemen does not exceed several 
dozen fighters. 

Given that the current political and sectari-
an conflict in Yemen has created an 
environment that facilitates cooperation 
between radical jihadists and tribal Sunnis, 
ISIS may deploy skilled senior leaders to 
Yemen who are able to exploit the conflict 

for recruitment and financing purposes. 
Money will likely flow from the outside, 
especially across the border from Saudi 
Arabia. 

Afghanistan — Likely
Afghanistan’s Nangarhar Province has 
been ISIS’s main operational area over the 
past year and half; however, the group’s 
presence in Afghanistan lacks the power 
and expertise to launch significant attacks 
against military bases or large security 
posts. In addition to security forces, ISIS’s 
enemies in Afghanistan include the Afghan 
Taliban, which still maintains territorial 
control in some areas. Due to these 
restrictions, ISIS's finances in Afghanistan 
are irregular and highly dependant upon 
local support. These factors suggest the 
potential for some pro-ISIS elements to 
enter the region’s drug trade, which could 
ultimately help the group seize territory. 

For months, ISIS has steadily released 
propaganda in an effort to solicit donations 
to bolster operations in the region. ISIS will 
likely focus on growing its presence in 
Nangarhar ― especially in Jalalabad and 
Achin District. This location will give the 
group greater ability to exploit the porous 
border with Pakistan. The group’s potential 
to grow within the current environment in 
eastern Afghanistan means, at least in part, 
that ISIS may dedicate part of its treasury 
to growing its presence there. 

Philippines — Likely
The Philippines’s Autonomous Region of 
Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) is home to a new 
ISIS faction comprising approximately 
several hundred fighters. Many of these 

fighters are linked to the notorious Abu 
Sayyaf Group ― two divisions of which 
purportedly pledged allegiance to ISIS 
thereby uniting the once-splintered group. 
Because ARMM is militant and under-gov-
erned, the area is potentially fertile for ISIS’s 
growth and fundraising.

ARMM is ISIS’s main operational region in 
southeast Asia, and parts of the area are 
highly desirable for ISIS expansion. Howev-
er, the likely flow of finances to the area will 
be slow, even if regular. From ISIS’s 
perspective, it needs to further test the 
area before assessing how significantly to 
invest in it. As for external donors, they are 
unlikely to send funds to ARMM and will 
instead focus on more-established ISIS 
areas in the Middle East and North Africa.

Algeria — Potentially
ISIS’s faction in Algeria, Jund al-Khilafah, is 
a small group of dispersed individuals who 
number in the low dozens. The group is one 
of the least-operational ISIS factions, 
especially after losing its leader in a securi-
ty operation several months ago. The group 
has not claimed responsibility for any major 
attacks, and is constantly struggling to 
organize. In other words, the group lacks 
many of the critical characteristics neces-
sary for growth. Even further, the Algerian 
government continues to crack-down on 
jihadist activities. ISIS also faces significant 
opposition from al-Qaida in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM), which has surprisingly 
grown across North and West Africa. 

Based on these factors, ISIS has not found 
fertile ground in Algeria. In the long term, 
however, this might change if the group’s 
faction in Libya grows. The latter could 
become a launching pad for more sophisti-
cated attacks inside Algeria.

3. Areas with ISIS Terror Activity

Bangladesh — Likely
Bangladesh is somewhat of an exception 
when it comes to funding; it is probable 
that ISIS cells will receive irregular funding 
for weapons and explosives to launch 
higher-scale attacks -- and not for the 
purpose of seizing territory. Within a short 
period of time, ISIS was able to make its 
presence felt despite a small number of 
operatives ― something the group would 
want to capitalize on before losing momen-
tum. This means that funding in the short 
term will be dedicated to some of ISIS’s 
operations in Bangladesh. In the near 
future, it remains uncertain whether opera-
tions will help ISIS grow in Bangladesh; 
funding will likely be funneled towards 
specific attacks and not the growth of cells. 

Gaza — Likely
Pro-ISIS networks in the Gaza Strip have 
been known to leverage the Internet -- 
including Bitcoin -- to fund terror opera-
tions and purchase weapons. While exter-
nal fundraising has been ongoing steadily, it 
has likely only yielded smaller amounts of 
money. Other funding for these networks 
likely comes from Egypt’s Sinai Province, 
where a powerful ISIS faction already 
operates. This existing money trail 
suggests that ISIS’s presence and financ-
ing strategy in the Gaza Strip will continue 
to grow.
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and assassinations of high-ranking govern-
ment personnel ― have made Egypt’s Sinai 
Province a major contender for ISIS’s 
expansion outside of Iraq and Syria.

Potential funding to the Sinai Province will 
likely arrive from multiple sources, including 
the hashish trade and a weapons market. 
Terrorist finances for the group will likely 
amplify ISIS’s attacks against targets that 
bring high propaganda value and keep the 
group in the spotlight -- such as attacks on 
gas pipelines to Jordan and Israel.  

Yemen — Likely
Yemen is a fertile ground for jihadist opera-
tions; however, the country is the historical 
backyard of al-Qaida: ISIS’s main jihadist 
rival. Al-Qaida has been supported by a 
range of tribes in the south and east of 
Yemen for a number of years. ISIS’s faction 
in Yemen is small, inexperienced, and 
young. Indeed, the group’s current pres-
ence in Yemen does not exceed several 
dozen fighters. 

Given that the current political and sectari-
an conflict in Yemen has created an 
environment that facilitates cooperation 
between radical jihadists and tribal Sunnis, 
ISIS may deploy skilled senior leaders to 
Yemen who are able to exploit the conflict 

for recruitment and financing purposes. 
Money will likely flow from the outside, 
especially across the border from Saudi 
Arabia. 

Afghanistan — Likely
Afghanistan’s Nangarhar Province has 
been ISIS’s main operational area over the 
past year and half; however, the group’s 
presence in Afghanistan lacks the power 
and expertise to launch significant attacks 
against military bases or large security 
posts. In addition to security forces, ISIS’s 
enemies in Afghanistan include the Afghan 
Taliban, which still maintains territorial 
control in some areas. Due to these 
restrictions, ISIS's finances in Afghanistan 
are irregular and highly dependant upon 
local support. These factors suggest the 
potential for some pro-ISIS elements to 
enter the region’s drug trade, which could 
ultimately help the group seize territory. 

For months, ISIS has steadily released 
propaganda in an effort to solicit donations 
to bolster operations in the region. ISIS will 
likely focus on growing its presence in 
Nangarhar ― especially in Jalalabad and 
Achin District. This location will give the 
group greater ability to exploit the porous 
border with Pakistan. The group’s potential 
to grow within the current environment in 
eastern Afghanistan means, at least in part, 
that ISIS may dedicate part of its treasury 
to growing its presence there. 

Philippines — Likely
The Philippines’s Autonomous Region of 
Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) is home to a new 
ISIS faction comprising approximately 
several hundred fighters. Many of these 
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fighters are linked to the notorious Abu 
Sayyaf Group ― two divisions of which 
purportedly pledged allegiance to ISIS 
thereby uniting the once-splintered group. 
Because ARMM is militant and under-gov-
erned, the area is potentially fertile for ISIS’s 
growth and fundraising.

ARMM is ISIS’s main operational region in 
southeast Asia, and parts of the area are 
highly desirable for ISIS expansion. Howev-
er, the likely flow of finances to the area will 
be slow, even if regular. From ISIS’s 
perspective, it needs to further test the 
area before assessing how significantly to 
invest in it. As for external donors, they are 
unlikely to send funds to ARMM and will 
instead focus on more-established ISIS 
areas in the Middle East and North Africa.

Algeria — Potentially
ISIS’s faction in Algeria, Jund al-Khilafah, is 
a small group of dispersed individuals who 
number in the low dozens. The group is one 
of the least-operational ISIS factions, 
especially after losing its leader in a securi-
ty operation several months ago. The group 
has not claimed responsibility for any major 
attacks, and is constantly struggling to 
organize. In other words, the group lacks 
many of the critical characteristics neces-
sary for growth. Even further, the Algerian 
government continues to crack-down on 
jihadist activities. ISIS also faces significant 
opposition from al-Qaida in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM), which has surprisingly 
grown across North and West Africa. 

Based on these factors, ISIS has not found 
fertile ground in Algeria. In the long term, 
however, this might change if the group’s 
faction in Libya grows. The latter could 
become a launching pad for more sophisti-
cated attacks inside Algeria.

3. Areas with ISIS Terror Activity

Bangladesh — Likely
Bangladesh is somewhat of an exception 
when it comes to funding; it is probable 
that ISIS cells will receive irregular funding 
for weapons and explosives to launch 
higher-scale attacks -- and not for the 
purpose of seizing territory. Within a short 
period of time, ISIS was able to make its 
presence felt despite a small number of 
operatives ― something the group would 
want to capitalize on before losing momen-
tum. This means that funding in the short 
term will be dedicated to some of ISIS’s 
operations in Bangladesh. In the near 
future, it remains uncertain whether opera-
tions will help ISIS grow in Bangladesh; 
funding will likely be funneled towards 
specific attacks and not the growth of cells. 

Gaza — Likely
Pro-ISIS networks in the Gaza Strip have 
been known to leverage the Internet -- 
including Bitcoin -- to fund terror opera-
tions and purchase weapons. While exter-
nal fundraising has been ongoing steadily, it 
has likely only yielded smaller amounts of 
money. Other funding for these networks 
likely comes from Egypt’s Sinai Province, 
where a powerful ISIS faction already 
operates. This existing money trail 
suggests that ISIS’s presence and financ-
ing strategy in the Gaza Strip will continue 
to grow.



1. ISIS-Held Territory Outside Iraq 
and Syria

Libya — Highly Likely
ISIS’s current presence in Libya is disjointed 
and under-accomplished with substantial 
room for growth. Sirte City remains the only 
territory under ISIS control in northern 
Libya, and ISIS’s network in pockets of the 
cities of Darna and Benghazi has been 
largely unsuccessful in seizing territory and 
recruiting fighters. While ISIS cells in 
Misrata and Tripoli have launched sporadic 
attacks in an attempt to gain territory and 
weaken the Libyan government, they were 
not fruitful. 

Nonetheless, the Libyan ISIS faction has 
welcomed foreign fighters from a number 
of African countries, including Sudan, 
Egypt, Tunisia, and others. Libya stands as 
the main contender among ISIS operational 
territories to receive more foreign fighters 
― particularly those from neighboring 
countries. The conditions in Libya, where 
there is a lack of adequate government 
control and significant political turmoil 
facilitate the arrival of foreign fighters and 
provide fertile conditions for ISIS to operate 
and grow its finances. As such, Libya is 
likely where part of ISIS’s finances ― and 
many of its fighters ― will end up. 

Nigeria — Likely 
Nigeria is ISIS’s biggest faction in West 
Africa, and the group cannot afford to lose 
the massive growth potential and even 
revival of the degenerating Caliphate. Boko 
Haram, a branch of ISIS, maintains territorial 
control over certain towns and villages in 
northeastern Nigeria and has successfully 
launched transnational attacks in Camer-
oon and Niger. 

Boko Haram continues to assert its pres-
ence in northeastern Nigeria, and much of 
the group’s finances come from looting and 
the black market. These sources will likely 
continue to be steady streams of funding 
that do not always leave a trail. Further-
more, given that ISIS views Boko Haram as 
its primary lifeline in West Africa, the group 
is a likely contender to receive finances. 
Boko Haram, however, is experiencing a 
number of challenges that may strain its 
supply of finances and/or place a large part 
of the group at odds with ISIS Central. 

For now, Boko Haram’s vast territorial 
control, capability of launching transnation-
al attacks, and presence in various border 
towns between Nigeria, Cameroon, and 
Niger, have made the group and its location 
appealing for potential future expansion of 
ISIS and its finances. 

2. Countries with Official ISIS 
Factions, But No ISIS Control Over 
Territory

Egypt — Highly Likely
ISIS’s branch in Egypt’s Sinai Province has 
been operating in the North Sinai region for 
several years. This area remains one of 
ISIS’s main offshoots in North Africa, as its 
fighters have launched significant attacks 
in Egypt and against Israeli towns. Although 
ISIS does not have territorial control, the 
group enjoys a comfortable integration 
among tribes in the Sinai. This status is 
primarily why ISIS has been able to amplify 
its operations in spite of increased military 
pressure. 

This particular ISIS faction stands as a likely 
recipient of significant amounts of money, 

especially due to the presence of many 
Egyptian fighters within ISIS ranks in Iraq 
and Syria. As many of these fighters face 
increasing coalition bombardment, they 
have begun to return to Egypt equipped 
with significant fighting experience and 
notable jihadist contacts within ISIS’s 
higher echelons. ISIS’s expanding presence 
in North Sinai, cozy relationship with tribal 
members, and growing operations ― 
especially given the group’s major attacks 
and assassinations of high-ranking govern-
ment personnel ― have made Egypt’s Sinai 
Province a major contender for ISIS’s 
expansion outside of Iraq and Syria.

Potential funding to the Sinai Province will 
likely arrive from multiple sources, including 
the hashish trade and a weapons market. 
Terrorist finances for the group will likely 
amplify ISIS’s attacks against targets that 
bring high propaganda value and keep the 
group in the spotlight -- such as attacks on 
gas pipelines to Jordan and Israel.  

Yemen — Likely
Yemen is a fertile ground for jihadist opera-
tions; however, the country is the historical 
backyard of al-Qaida: ISIS’s main jihadist 
rival. Al-Qaida has been supported by a 
range of tribes in the south and east of 
Yemen for a number of years. ISIS’s faction 
in Yemen is small, inexperienced, and 
young. Indeed, the group’s current pres-
ence in Yemen does not exceed several 
dozen fighters. 

Given that the current political and sectari-
an conflict in Yemen has created an 
environment that facilitates cooperation 
between radical jihadists and tribal Sunnis, 
ISIS may deploy skilled senior leaders to 
Yemen who are able to exploit the conflict 

for recruitment and financing purposes. 
Money will likely flow from the outside, 
especially across the border from Saudi 
Arabia. 

Afghanistan — Likely
Afghanistan’s Nangarhar Province has 
been ISIS’s main operational area over the 
past year and half; however, the group’s 
presence in Afghanistan lacks the power 
and expertise to launch significant attacks 
against military bases or large security 
posts. In addition to security forces, ISIS’s 
enemies in Afghanistan include the Afghan 
Taliban, which still maintains territorial 
control in some areas. Due to these 
restrictions, ISIS's finances in Afghanistan 
are irregular and highly dependant upon 
local support. These factors suggest the 
potential for some pro-ISIS elements to 
enter the region’s drug trade, which could 
ultimately help the group seize territory. 

For months, ISIS has steadily released 
propaganda in an effort to solicit donations 
to bolster operations in the region. ISIS will 
likely focus on growing its presence in 
Nangarhar ― especially in Jalalabad and 
Achin District. This location will give the 
group greater ability to exploit the porous 
border with Pakistan. The group’s potential 
to grow within the current environment in 
eastern Afghanistan means, at least in part, 
that ISIS may dedicate part of its treasury 
to growing its presence there. 

Philippines — Likely
The Philippines’s Autonomous Region of 
Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) is home to a new 
ISIS faction comprising approximately 
several hundred fighters. Many of these 

fighters are linked to the notorious Abu 
Sayyaf Group ― two divisions of which 
purportedly pledged allegiance to ISIS 
thereby uniting the once-splintered group. 
Because ARMM is militant and under-gov-
erned, the area is potentially fertile for ISIS’s 
growth and fundraising.

ARMM is ISIS’s main operational region in 
southeast Asia, and parts of the area are 
highly desirable for ISIS expansion. Howev-
er, the likely flow of finances to the area will 
be slow, even if regular. From ISIS’s 
perspective, it needs to further test the 
area before assessing how significantly to 
invest in it. As for external donors, they are 
unlikely to send funds to ARMM and will 
instead focus on more-established ISIS 
areas in the Middle East and North Africa.

Algeria — Potentially
ISIS’s faction in Algeria, Jund al-Khilafah, is 
a small group of dispersed individuals who 
number in the low dozens. The group is one 
of the least-operational ISIS factions, 
especially after losing its leader in a securi-
ty operation several months ago. The group 
has not claimed responsibility for any major 
attacks, and is constantly struggling to 
organize. In other words, the group lacks 
many of the critical characteristics neces-
sary for growth. Even further, the Algerian 
government continues to crack-down on 
jihadist activities. ISIS also faces significant 
opposition from al-Qaida in the Islamic 
Maghreb (AQIM), which has surprisingly 
grown across North and West Africa. 

Based on these factors, ISIS has not found 
fertile ground in Algeria. In the long term, 
however, this might change if the group’s 
faction in Libya grows. The latter could 
become a launching pad for more sophisti-
cated attacks inside Algeria.

3. Areas with ISIS Terror Activity

Bangladesh — Likely
Bangladesh is somewhat of an exception 
when it comes to funding; it is probable 
that ISIS cells will receive irregular funding 
for weapons and explosives to launch 
higher-scale attacks -- and not for the 
purpose of seizing territory. Within a short 
period of time, ISIS was able to make its 
presence felt despite a small number of 
operatives ― something the group would 
want to capitalize on before losing momen-
tum. This means that funding in the short 
term will be dedicated to some of ISIS’s 
operations in Bangladesh. In the near 
future, it remains uncertain whether opera-
tions will help ISIS grow in Bangladesh; 
funding will likely be funneled towards 
specific attacks and not the growth of cells. 

Gaza — Likely
Pro-ISIS networks in the Gaza Strip have 
been known to leverage the Internet -- 
including Bitcoin -- to fund terror opera-
tions and purchase weapons. While exter-
nal fundraising has been ongoing steadily, it 
has likely only yielded smaller amounts of 
money. Other funding for these networks 
likely comes from Egypt’s Sinai Province, 
where a powerful ISIS faction already 
operates. This existing money trail 
suggests that ISIS’s presence and financ-
ing strategy in the Gaza Strip will continue 
to grow.
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Recommendations 

Above all else, complete risk awareness is 
crucial. Financial institutions seeking to 
bolster anti-terrorist financing programs 
should study historical patterns in ISIS’s 
fundraising, make efforts to understand the 
emerging ways in which ISIS leverages 
technology, and closely evaluate the risks 
associated with geographic locations. 
Insights gleaned from these initiatives can 
help financial institutions become 
better-equipped to proactively mitigate 
terrorists’ use of financial systems and 
reduce their own business or financial 
exposure.

For an anti-terrorist financing program to be 
successful, an advanced ability to detect 
and identify increasingly complex “red flags” 
is required. For instance, as long as ISIS 
continues to leverage social media for 
recruitment, there could be a continued 
increase in the number of foreign fighters 
traveling from Western nations to join ISIS 
in Iraq and Syria. Financial institutions 
should closely scrutinize all financial activity 
pertaining to travel to and around high-risk 
areas. Furthermore, given the growing 
popularity of Bitcoin exchange ATMs on the 
fringes of these high-risk areas, it is import-
ant to monitor individuals’ bank statements 
for such indicators closely. Ultimately, 
financial institutions need to also recognize 
that as technology evolves and more “red 
flags” become apparent, ISIS will adapt its 
tactics to become more difficult to detect; 
this will require ongoing education and 
monitoring of terrorist financing activities 
and trends. 

ISIS’s unrelenting drive to conceal its 
fundraising tactics and operations contin-
ues to create unprecedented challenges for 
financial institutions. While some organiza-
tions with fully-equipped anti-terrorist 
financing and intelligence teams may 
possess the internal capabilities to mitigate 
the risks associated with terrorist financing 
more successfully, many organizations may 
not have the expertise or resources to do 
so independently. Given ISIS’s use of 
technology and strong presence within 
nearly-unreachable areas of the Deep & 
Dark Web, financial institutions should 
consider working with credible third-party 
Business Risk Intelligence experts to gain 
access to invaluable insights pertaining to 
ISIS’s financing tactics and stay on top of 
evolving protection methods. 
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